A Year to Remember at J.E. Cosgriff School

The 2017-18 school year was meaningful, full of surprises and certainly one to remember. J.E. Cosgriff students grew academically, emotionally, spiritually, and physically. They continued to recognize and accept each other's differences with kindness and understanding, while forming strong friendships along the way.

Students were eager to develop their God-given talents and abilities with hard work and a positive attitude, during and after the regular school day. It was a red-letter year for academic accomplishments, service to others, enrichment of character development and the arts.

It is with great humility that I thank a most dedicated and hard-working faculty and staff for a tremendous year filled with academic and personal accomplishments, as well as the many blessings received and challenges undertaken during the year.

Much appreciation goes to parents, grandparents, and friends of J.E. Cosgriff School for their support of Catholic teachings and tradition, academic endeavors, fundraising, sports, the arts and the many activities which continue to unite and strengthen the Cosgriff school community.

Sincerely,
Mrs. Hunt, Principal

A Famous Celebrity Visits

J.E. Cosgriff Memorial Catholic School—Mrs. Trix Cosgriff Dahl

J.E. Cosgriff Memorial Catholic School celebrated Catholic School Week 2018 with a visit from a very famous person—Mrs. Trix Cosgriff Dahl, the granddaughter of James Everett Cosgriff. She and her husband, Mr. Rainer Dahl paid a special visit to school on January 24. Mrs. Dahl had not visited the school in over fifty years. Our special guests walked around the school, visited the classrooms and were greeted by very friendly and courteous students and teachers along the way. She reminisced about her early years of attending Mass at St. Ambrose Church and knowing a school was being built in her grandfather’s name. Although Mrs. Dahl did not attend J.E. Cosgriff School, she had very fond memories of her time with her grandparents and the early church community.

After the school tour, Mrs. Dahl made a special presentation to the students in the social center. She shared pictures of her grandfather, Mr. J.E. Cosgriff, and the rest of her family along with a picture of the original ground breaking ceremony for J.E. Cosgriff School and other memorable photos.

The Student Leadership Council presented Mr. and Mrs. Dahl with a Cosgriff sweatshirt, tee shirt, water bottle and other special gifts. Finally, Mrs. Dahl was presented with a “Key” to J.E. Cosgriff School by Georgia Stockham, Student Council President. Georgia emphasized that this symbolic key meant that the students and faculty welcome Mr. and Mrs. Dahl to visit the school often in the future, to enjoy special activities, or just stop by for a classroom visit. It was indeed a privilege for the administration, faculty, staff, and students to meet Mr. and Mrs. Dahl and thank them for their family's vision and effort in building J.E. Cosgriff Memorial Catholic School.

“Charity, patience and tenderness are very beautiful gifts. If you have them, you want to share them with others.” ~ POPE FRANCIS
The students who attend J.E. Cosgriff School learn at a young age that they have a lifelong responsibility to take good care of themselves, others, and the world they live in. “Taking Care of Others” begins in kindergarten or younger at J.E.Cosgriff and continues for eight more years through classroom instruction, teacher example and mentoring, presentations, student to student tutoring, parent and grandparent class projects, and Student Council monthly initiatives in support of the local and broader community.

Student-Supported Monthly Charity Donations

The J.E. Cosgriff Student Leadership Council carefully selects monthly service project for the entire school community to support. A few projects have become a tradition in the school for several years: the St. Patrick’s Parish Thanksgiving Box Dinner, “Souper Bowl of Caring,” “Baby Shower,” and the Annual Rice Bowl collection for Catholic Charities.

Local, National and International Charities Supported by J.E.Cosgriff Students during the 2017-18 School Year:

August and September 2017
- ALS Association—Lou Gehrig’s Disease
  - ALS is a progressive nervous system disease that affects neuron function.

October 2017
- Catholic Charities—Puerto Rico hurricane disaster donation.
- Letters to students in California when fires burned homes and schools.

November 2017
- St. Patrick’s Parish—Thanksgiving dinner baskets and gift cards.
- Thanksgiving cards for Veterans.

December 2017
- St. Patrick’s Parish—Warm clothing and hygiene products for the elderly.

January 2018
- “Souper Bowl of Caring”—Food collection for The Utah Food Bank.

February 2018
- American Heart Association—Donations for education, research and treatment.
- Fourth graders learned to knit hats for cancer patients.

March 2018
- Second Chance for Homeless Pets—Donations to ensure food and shelter for homeless pets.

April 2018
- Charity Water—Project to clean and filter water for drinking in third world countries.
- Karmales Project—Donations collected to help rebuild the Christian Village of Karamles, which was destroyed by Isis in 2014.

May 2018
- Crossroads Urban Center—“Baby Shower” collection of much needed items for infants.

Knights of Columbus Service Karamles, Iraq

The Knights of Columbus under the leadership of St. Ambrose parishioner, Mr. Dick Hall have worked tirelessly for several months to raise money to help rebuild the Christian Village of Karamles, Iran. Many families were left homeless after ISIS invaded Northern Iraq in 2014.

Mr. Hall and his team hosted a dinner and found other ways to raise over $24,000. The Cosgriff Leadership Council led the charge for Cosgriff students to be a part of this important project. After working to raise money for Karamles, J.E. Cosgriff proudly presented Mr. Hall a check for $700.00.

“There is so much indifference in the face of suffering.

~ POPE FRANCIS
Civic & Global Responsibility

St. Ambrose Parish/ J.E. Cosgriff Youth Group Ministry

The St. Ambrose/J.E. Cosgriff Youth Group for sixth, seventh, and eighth graders in the parish and those attending J.E. Cosgriff School had an outstanding second year.

The Youth Group met five times between October and April, and came together for faith formation, fellowship, prayer, Mass, and service projects for those in need. Projects this year included the 2nd annual autumn cleanup, hosting and serving families at the Spaghetti Dinner, crafted seasonal gifts for seniors, and a partnership with Stitching Hearts Worldwide. Stitching Hearts Worldwide is a nonprofit organization that donates handmade items to Lifting Hands International. Items such as backpacks, stuffed dolls, pillows, and plastic woven mats were created by the members of Youth Group and donated to refugees in Lebanon, Jordan, Syria, and Bangladesh, as well as the homeless community here in Salt Lake City. Ms. Curry and Ms. Gehrig are excited to continue Youth Group in the 2018-2019 school year.

Stewardship is indeed a Christ-like and joyful way of life with Cosgriff students, parents and the broader St. Ambrose Community.

Students and St. Ambrose Seniors

Cosgriff students of all ages look forward to the smiles and giggles they receive on the first Friday of each month. The St. Ambrose seniors celebrate Mass and then enjoy a catered lunch and entertainment provided by our very own talented students. The seniors are entertained with Irish dancing, songs, poetry, a violin or piano performance, a scene from Shakespeare, Peter Pan or maybe a famous historical speech. Cosgriff students will continue this tradition starting in fall 2018.

The J.E. Cosgriff Gold Club Insider Series is another wonderful way for senior citizen grandparents and St. Ambrose parishioners to meet and learn from guest presenters. The Insider Series held a technology training for grandparents and other senior parish members. Several parents acted as teachers in the training, and all learned from the experience.

May we overcome indifference with concrete acts of charity.” ~ POPE FRANCIS
Spotlight on Ms. Jill Curry

Jill Curry begins her day as homeroom teacher for fifth grade. She moves to the middle school in the afternoon where she teaches religion to seventh and eighth grade students. After the school day ends, one might catch Ms. Curry coaching volleyball, basketball, track, hosting a sports clinic, meeting with students to review a lesson or helping out a fellow teacher with a special project or personal concerns.

Jill Curry lives by the virtues of kindness and compassion throughout her busy days. As one teacher stated, “Jill Curry takes time to listen to all of her students. She is empathetic to her students’ concerns and problems. She has a way of building bridges of trust while sharing diverse perspectives and encouraging students towards a positive direction.” Ms. Curry is often seen at lunch time sharing her meal with a faculty member and has made it a habit each morning to deliver a cup of coffee to a colleague down the hall.

Ms. Curry is co-chair of the school and parish Youth Group for middle school students. She exudes positive energy and conviction while she leads prayer, service projects, sports activities and preparations for the evening Mass when the Youth Group sits together. With the Youth Group, Ms. Curry is insightful and has a gift for bringing our youth together to create a comfortable and friendly environment.

Ms. Curry is highly respected amongst her colleagues as an outstanding Catholic educator, one who knows and lives her Catholic Faith, and demonstrates interest and concern for each of her students, parents and faculty members. Jill Curry makes the world a much better place with her uplifting and positive energy, love of her work and the many people whom she cares so much about in her life.

Bishop Oscar Solis Celebrates the May Crowning Mass and Pays a Second Visit to J.E. Cosgriff School

May 11, 2018, was a special day for all J.E. Cosgriff students. Bishop Solis celebrated the 8:30 a.m. school Mass complete with the second grade May procession and crowning of the Virgin Mary.

After Mass he headed over to the school and paid a friendly visit to each and every classroom. Bishop Solis knew how to keep the students on their toes and giggling at the same time with his relevant class questions, comments and funny sense of humor. The students felt comfortable and interacted with the Bishop as he strolled through the classrooms. He encouraged Cosgriff students to think and pray, especially about a vocation as a priest or sister.

The administration, faculty, staff and students felt so very important as Bishop Solis took his time in each classroom to speak to many students, ask why they were studying a certain topic, listened to a presentation or lesson and then shared kind words of wisdom often followed by a prayer and a smile.

Fr Andrzej Teaches, Prays & Jumps Rope with Students

“Teaching is the one profession that creates all other professions.” – UNKNOWN
Teacher Appreciation Week 2018, One To Remember!

Teacher Appreciation Week is a special week in May, set aside each year to honor and show appreciation for teachers and staff. The Home and School Association and other creative parents always surprise the teachers and staff with special gifts, delicious lunches and snacks.

This year was over the top! The faculty/lunch room underwent a major “face lift” from top to bottom thanks to Bernie Jo Marlowe, HSA President, Claire Donnelly, Michelle McDonough (Gose) and Kate Smith. Our kind and generous parents donated a new coffee pot, two microwaves, three beautiful new arm chairs with side tables, a new tablecloth, containers for tea, sugar, cups, and silverware. The finishing touches included fancy floral wallpaper and a wall decorated with pictures, posters and a new clock.

The designer, decorator, generous donor, and hard worker was Claire Donnelly. Her creative “face lift” idea for the faculty lounge became a reality. In addition to the faculty room, Claire spends much of her time supporting the arts, classroom teachers, students, and without hesitation undertakes projects to enhance and beautify Cosgriff School. Thank you so much!

Random Acts of Kindness

Lauri and Herm Franks

Lauri and Herm Franks have been generous supporters of J.E. Cosgriff School for many years. Their two children, Jane and Michael Franks attended Cosgriff, and during that time Lauri and Herm were involved in many school fundraising projects and classroom activities.

Lauri Franks just ended her five year term on the School Board where she offered many ideas and solutions to challenges within the school. Lauri and Herm helped to pay tuition and other expenses for the Bambabate family both at Cosgriff and Judge High School, in addition to supporting several other school projects and improvements.

A very special act of kindness occurred the last day of school on May 25. Lauri and Herm Franks treated the faculty, staff and partners to a first-class dinner at The Cottonwood Club. Everyone felt so honored and special. It was the perfect way to end the school year and say a word of farewell to Mrs. Cindy Hunt, Ms. Sunny Li, and Ms. Anna Chuaqui with some jokes and serious words from the heart. Herm and Lauri are loyal friends and supporters of Cosgriff School and Catholic education. Our heartfelt appreciation goes out to this caring and giving couple.

Chris Chatzis

Much appreciation to Chris Chatzis, owner of Apollo Electric Co., for donating his master electrician skills and time with the installation of the new, adjustable basketball hoops and video screen in the gym.

The Jason and Kristin Cowan Family Say Goodbye to Salt Lake City

The J.E. Cosgriff School community is losing a dedicated and loving family to the sunny state of California. Jason and Kristin Cowan and their two children Olivia and Sam will soon be residents of San Diego, CA. It is with much sadness that we say good bye to this outstanding family.

Kristin has worked tirelessly as SCRIP director and accountant for the past 5 years. She worked with Maggie Kearns to learn and implement Ren Web into the school. She gathered and submitted required information to the Catholic Diocese, served as room parent, helped with fundraising and much more. Jason has also served the Cosgriff community on several fundraising projects, sports, and family activities.

Sam and Olivia have been hard working, diligent students who are accomplished swimmers, volleyball and basketball players.

Much appreciation to Jason and Kristin Cowan for their very generous donations of time, talent and treasure. Good luck and God Bless You –we will ALL miss you at J.E. Cosgriff School.
Catholic Traditions

J.E. Cosgriff students celebrate Mass, Sacraments, Holy Days, and Catholic teachings and traditions throughout the school year.

“Before you speak, it is necessary for you to listen, for God speaks in the silence of the heart.” ~ MOTHER TERESA
Exploring in AR

Under the innovative leadership of second grade teacher Sam Weyher, Google Expedition AR (Augmented Reality) visited JE Cosgriff on April 30, 2018. With Expeditions AR, teachers can place 3D objects, like one of Michelangelo’s statues, on the students’ desks so that everyone can examine the object together at the same time. The 3D objects are accompanied by a short text/labels that only the teacher can view. The objects are designed to supplement a teacher’s existing lesson plan and bring the subject to life! Students from Kindergarten through eighth grade were mesmerized as tornados and a Tyrannosaurus Rex seemed to come to life in the Cosgriff gym.

Mock Trial

J.E Cosgriff’s Mock Trial Team, comprised of 12 dedicated 7th and 8th grade students, battled their way through another challenging season this year. The Utah Mock Trial Program is a competition in which middle school and high school teams argue both sides of a fictitious case in front of actual judges and attorneys.

Students worked together with coaching and mentoring from three committed attorney parents, Kristine Johnson, David Leo, and Michael Petrogeorge. Many hours were spent preparing for the case, a fictitious civil lawsuit involving the paralysis of a teen at summer camp. After many grueling court trials, the team landed in the Final Four competition in the state.

Wax Museum

Every spring, the third grade class spends time studying the literary elements of a biography, and together, study a variety of important figures and how their lives have impacted local communities, current culture, and even the world. At the end of the unit, the students choose a person of influence to study and use this research, as well as what they have learned in class, to compose their own biographies. Not only that, but students also have the opportunity to become the person that they study in the class Wax Museum! During this event, students dress up as the person they studied, and memorize a one to two minute speech from a first person perspective that highlights the major details of their life. It is amazing to watch these third graders write, memorize, and deliver a performance in such an intelligent and professional manner! It is a very memorable project for the students who perform in the Wax Museum, and also for all the other students, parents, and faculty that attend!

Student Council Members

J.E. Cosgriff’s Student Council members for 2017-18 were Sam Daskalakis, Andy Jacobsen, Mitchell Bledsoe, Georgia Stockham, Caeli Sherman, Matthew Ludlow, and Jack Gose. The council chose the monthly service projects. They eagerly hosted bake sales, lollipop sales, free dress, sock, and crazy hair day. All council members served as positive leaders of J.E. Cosgriff School.
The Arts Are Here to Stay!

Coursework in the different forms of art begins in the toddler program and continues through eighth grade.

Zach Downes teaches the core standards in music education to students in K-8th grade. He offers band and orchestra before school.

Students in K-6th grade take choir class two times per week and sing at Mass several Sundays per year under the direction of Mr. Chris Huntzinger.

Students in grades three, four and five have the opportunity to learn to play the violin under the direction of Mr. Tom Harris.

The eighth grade tradition is to perform a play written by William Shakespeare. They performed “A Comedy of Errors” under the direction of Kori Hazel and Cindy Hunt.

Mrs. Suzanne Lacombe directs the Drama Club which includes fifth, sixth and seventh grade students. Their most recent performance this past spring was “Peter Pan Jr.”

Susan Carter, a gifted dancer and grandparent, leads the way in liturgical dance for special school performances.

A culmination of a year of art education is the “Fine Arts Celebration” which took place on May 10, this spring. Musical performances and a school-wide art gallery attract parents, grandparents and friends to school for an evening to enjoy the arts.

Mrs. Robin Harmston teaches art history and visual arts to kindergarten through eighth grade students. Mrs. Harmston has just completed her first year as Art instructor at J.E. Cosgriff for kindergarten through eighth grade. She has had a tremendous impact on students. She has a natural gift of combining art history, the life and study of famous artists and class projects. Mrs. Harmston has magically changed her eager students into lovers of art!

Mrs. Harmston created Cosgriff’s own living work of art, inspired by Kelsey Montague’s “What Lifts You?” Campaign.
Athletics at J.E. Cosgriff School

SPORTSMANSHIP AWARD
This inaugural award was established to recognize a student who exemplifies what it means to be a good sport. This student consistently gives their best effort in all sporting and recreational activities, leads by positive example, and displays the utmost respect for the game and all who participate. This year’s award went to Renee Craddock. Here is a quote from her UCAA basketball coach, Brett Allen.

“Renee is one the most talented and hard working athletes I have ever coached in my 15+ years of coaching. She is a fierce competitor. She is determined, driven, and desires greatness. She demonstrates leadership qualities that are not found in many athletes, especially at such a young age. She clearly dominates in multiple facets of the game and earns the prestigious award of Most Valuable Player year in and year out.

Renee understands basketball is more than just a game. She knows it is friendship, camaraderie, love, and respect. It is a display of values, fair play, and character. She demonstrates these high character qualities and shows strength and togetherness. Above all, Renee always embraces the good with the bad and exemplifies the true meaning of good sportsmanship. So proud of you Renee!”

– Coach Allen

VOLLEYBALL
This past fall, over 80 5th-8th grade students competed against many other teams from various schools in a six-week season. Cosgriff had 4 teams in each division, 5th-6th and 7th-8th. Cosgriff Gold (7th-8th) finished the regular season undefeated. This year marked the first time 4 Cosgriff teams were represented in the final four of the tournament that took place at Juan Diego High School. Cosgriff White (7th/8th) took 1st place in a very competitive game against Cosgriff Green, who took 2nd place. Cosgriff Orange (7th/8th) took 3rd place. Cosgriff Gold (5th/6th) took 2nd place in the tournament.

SKI & RIDE
Students in the J.E. Cosgriff ski program enjoyed their Friday afternoon adventures at Snowbird. Thank you to Mark McGill and Monte Still for organizing the J.E. Cosgriff ski program and much appreciation goes to parent chaperones who took turns riding on the bus with the students.

BASKETBALL
In the winter, over 150 students, 2nd-8th grade competed in a 10 week season, concluding with a tournament at Juan Diego High School. This year, our 3rd grade Lady Tigers brought home the championship in their division and our 6th grade Lady Tigers and 7th grade Boys took home 2nd place in the tournament.

TIGER TRACK CLUB
In the spring, 50 student athletes, 2nd-8th grade participated for 6 weeks in track club to develop skills in all aspects of track and field such as: sprints, hurdles, long/high jump, javelin and shot put. This year the program combined with St. Vincent De Paul students. Practices were held twice a week and the athletes concluded the season with the annual Christ the King Track Meet held at Judge Memorial High School.

Thank you to all the students, coaches, volunteers, and administrators who help support a fun and successful sports program at J.E. Cosgriff school!

6TH ANNUAL TIGER TROT 5k & 1K
The 2018 Tiger Trot was fun and a great success once again this year! Congratulations to Jr. Division 5K Tiger Trot winners – Girls – Cece Stockham, Anna Smith, Nona Bone – Boys – Joey Craddock, Thomas VanDeKamp, Teddy Stockham.

J.E. Cosgriff School would like to thank Wasatch Pediatrics, The Tutoring House, Hacked Snacks, Dunkin Donuts, and Goldsberry Orthodontics for their Tiger Trot sponsorships.
Star Tutor

Mike Miller has been volunteering his time to help students with reading for 8 years. Each year he tutors 2 children twice a week, donating at least 2 hours of his own time each week. He takes his job very seriously, showing up early to get his lessons prepared and picking additional books he needs for his lesson that day. He truly enjoys working with the students and watching them progress thru the program. He always shares in their success and excitement as their reading improves over the school year. It has been such a pleasure working with Mike over the past 4 years! He is definitely a “Star tutor” extraordinaire! He is also a member of St. Ambrose Parish.

Reading Education Assistance Dogs R.E.A.D.

The R.E.A.D. program is alive and well at J.E.Cosgriff School thanks to Mrs. Susan Daynes and her wonderful dog DreZ. The mission of the R.E.A.D. program is to improve the literacy skills of children through the assistance of registered therapy teams as literary mentors. All hands are raised in a classroom when asked if someone would like to read to DreZ. On Wednesdays, three students read to DreZ for 20 minutes each. Students read for three consecutive weeks as part of the program directives.

Mrs. Daynes says, “DreZ and I love going to Cosgriff to read with the kids. It is the first job DreZ has had and she loves it. So do I. I have been with Intermountain Therapy Animals for 17 years. Last February we were able to get DreZ from Oceanside, California. She is a graduate from Canine Companions for Independence and is a facility dog. DreZ came to us with a lot of training. When reading to DreZ, the students are so good at showing DreZ all of the pictures and explaining words she doesn’t understand. We will be coming back to Cosgriff in the fall and looking forward to it. Keep Reading!”

Progress in Reading and Mathematics

The Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills (DIBELS) are a set of procedures and measures for assessing the acquisition of early literacy skills from Kindergarten through sixth grade. Cosgriff students are assessed three times each year, in September, January and May. The results of our May 2018 assessments indicate the percentage of students reading at or above their expected grade level. The results are as follows:

- Kindergarten 89%
- 1st grade 95%
- 2nd grade 83%
- 3rd grade 100%
- 4th grade 89%
- 5th grade 97%
- 6th grade 94%

School wide 92%

The DDS-easy CBM Math Assessment is a benchmark screening tool developed at the University of Oregon based on the Focal Points from the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM). These focal points have strong foundational overlap with the Common Core State Standards. Benchmark testing is the systematic process of screening all students on essential skills predictive of later mathematic performance. It is a basic link connecting assessment, instruction and goal testing.

The results of the May 2018 testing indicate the percentages of students in each grade level that score at or above their expected grade level (40-99th national percentile) in mathematics. The results are as follows:

- Kindergarten 94%
- 1st grade 82%
- 2nd grade 86%
- 3rd grade 94%
- 4th grade 78%
- 5th grade 92%
- 6th grade 94%

School wide 87%

PELI Assessment

This year Cosgriff’s preschool participated the early release of The PELI assessment. The PELI assessment is designed for preschool and pre-kindergarten children (ages 3 to 5) and assesses alphabet knowledge, vocabulary and oral language, phonological awareness, and comprehension. The assessment is given in a storybook format that will be familiar to most preschoolers. The PELI assessment is untimed and takes about 15 minutes to administer per child. Raquel Austin, our Reading Coach and Preschool advisor became a PELI mentor last summer and has been working with DIBELS the creator of PELI with the early release.
Notable J.E. Cosgriff Alumni at Judge Memorial Catholic High School

Anna Shum - Valedictorian - Class of 2018
Anna Shum, a graduate of J.E. Cosgriff School received many prestigious honors throughout her high school years at Judge Memorial. Recently, she received the 2018 Bishop of the Diocese of Salt Lake City Award for Outstanding Scholar in Athletics, as well as the Academic Excellence Award in Science. Anna is an honors graduate, and is one of ten First Honors graduates recognized for taking the most challenging curriculum offered at Judge with 13 AP classes and 12 honors courses. Anna earned an Academic All-State Honor for swimming, in addition to her participation in softball, track & field, Bioengineering Club, and National Honor Society. Anna devoted countless hours to volunteer service as a swim instructor and ski peer partner. In addition, she served as an intern at the U of U’s College of Pharmacy participating in research on ovarian cancer cell treatment. She traveled to Cambodia during her senior summer to educate young women on health and hygiene. Anna has always been inquisitive about the world around her and will continue her education at Dartmouth, where she plans on majoring in Biomedical Engineering.

Judge Memorial Senior Class Awards
Andrew Cotter ~ Congregation of the Sisters of the Holy Cross Award for Most Inspirational Participants in Athletics for Baseball
Emma Jones ~ Congregation of the Sisters of the Holy Cross Award for Most Inspirational Participants in Activities for Literary Magazine
Jacqueline Muffler ~ Sacred Heart Parish Academic Award for Excellence in AP Studio Art
Carin Reeves ~ The Blessed Oscar Romero Scholarship Award
Emily Rougelot, Vicar General of the Dioceses of Salt Lake City, for Most Outstanding Participant in Activities, Yearbook
Samuel Schmiett ~ Congregation of the Sisters of the Holy Cross Award for Most Inspirational Participants in Athletics for Soccer
Anna Shum ~ Bishop of the Diocese of Salt Lake City Award for Outstanding Scholar - Participant in Athletics, Academic Award for Excellence in Science
Zachary Shubella ~ Bishop of the Dioceses of Salt Lake City for Outstanding Scholar - Participant in Athletics, Vicar General of the Dioceses of Salt Lake City, for Most Outstanding Participant in Activities, Bulldog Press, Congregation of the Sisters of the Holy Cross Award for Most Inspirational Participants in Athletics for Cross Country, Vicar General of the Dioceses of Salt Lake City, for Most Outstanding Participant in Activities, National Honor Society, Baseball All-Region First Team-Outfield
Annie Trentman ~ Bishop of the Diocese of Salt Lake City Award for Outstanding Scholar - Participant in Activities, Vicar General of the Dioceses of Salt Lake City, for Most Outstanding Participant in Activities, Kickball, Vicar General of the Dioceses of Salt Lake City, for Most Outstanding Participant in Activities, Literary Magazine
Bobby Lopez ~ Received Superior Rating and advanced to State Competition for Dramatic Monologues

JMCHS-- Former Cosgriff Students Will Serve in Leadership Positions for the 2018-19 School Year
Senior Core ~ Sante Di Sera, Class President
Junior Core ~ Hannh Gose, Class President, Maggie Harmston, Amaia Hornya, Tomas Young
Sophomore Core ~ Annette Rooney, Class President, Sam Butcher, Gus Daskalakis, Henry Frech
Juan Diego High School graduate and former J.E. Cosgriff student Cynthia Gardner received the Academy of Science Distinction Award
End of Year Honors at J.E. Cosgriff

HEART OF A CHAMPION AWARDS

This year, two outstanding J.E. Cosgriff Students were chosen to receive the prestigious Heart of a Champion Award.

**Eric Simonson** is truly a model example of all that this award represents. Eric demonstrates courage and commitment every day. Each day is approached with a positive attitude. His positive outlook and perseverance continues to impress all who work with him. At times when he has been frustrated, Eric has continued with his best effort until the task is complete. His confidence has become stronger with each passing day. His caring heart, strong will, and positive attitude are three of Eric’s most admirable qualities.

As Abraham Lincoln once said, “Most people are about as happy as they make up their minds to be.”

Eric has certainly made up his mind to be happy. Each day is lived to its fullest and every challenge is turned into a life opportunity.

**Amelia Rose Andrews**, who has the Heart of a Champion, has maintained a very strong and positive attitude through physical and emotional hardships for several years.

She is resilient and never misses an opportunity to participate in an activity, sports, or any other school and social event. You will often see Amelia in a school play, dance, race and many other activities where physical and mental endurance are essential.

There has not been one day of school where Amelia has complained or asked for special treatment because of a recent operation or physical discomfort. Amelia lights up a room just by her mere presence and exudes kindness and compassion toward others in the school.

THE MONSIGNOR WILLIAM E. VAUGHAN AWARD

**The Monsignor William E. Vaughan Award** was awarded to **Anthony Walz**. This award grants a full scholarship for one Cosgriff student entering the 8th grade who exhibits exemplary behavior in the areas of scholarship, leadership, sportsmanship and cooperation.

ST. AMBROSE CHRISTIAN SERVICE AWARD

The 2017-18 recipient of the St. Ambrose Christian Service Award was **Marin O’Brien**. Marin will receive free tuition during her eighth grade year at Cosgriff School.

The criteria considered for this award is as follows:

- The recipient must be a member of St. Ambrose Parish.
- The recipient must be of high academic standing and strong Christian character.
- The recipient must display a love and understanding of the Catholic faith.
- The recipient must be committed to performing acts of service for the parish community.
- The recipient must participate in Sunday worship, altar serving, greeting parishioners, singing in the choir and volunteering for other parish events.

SISTER LOYOLA AWARD

**Margaret (Maggie) Simms** was presented the Sister Loyola Award for sharing an outstanding sense of Christian service, joy, humility, respect for others, and love of Jesus in the manner of Sister Loyola. The recipient of this award is always chosen by his or her peers.

MONSIGNOR HEDDERMAN AWARD

**Georgia Stockham** and **Olivia Cowan** received the Monsignor Hedderman Award, J.E. Cosgriff’s highest award, for exhibiting leadership, excellent citizenship, high academic achievement, respect for self and others, as well as contributing to our Catholic identity and values, and serving others in the school and community.

PRESIDENTIAL ACADEMIC AWARDS

**Boden Chell, Olivia Cowan, Joseph Craddock, Alexandra Drossos, Katie Horne, Leya Joseph, Charles Leo, Matthew Ludlow, Kurt McLaughlin, Sophia Patnode, Jack Saber, Caeli Sherman, Violetta Wharton** received a Presidential Academic Achievement Award, which is sponsored by the U.S. Department of Education, honoring students who have achieved high academic goals as a result of their hard work and dedication to learning. The Cosgriff students who received this award earned no less than a B+ in core academic subjects from 4th grade through the fall semester of 8th grade.

“*If He asks much of you, it is because He knows you can give much.*” — ST. JOHN PAUL
End of Year Honors at J.E. Cosgriff
(cont.)

ROTARY CLUB SERVICE AWARDS

The Salt Lake Rotary Club Service Awards were presented to Margaret (Maggie) Simms, Ava Isaac, and Cameron McLaughlin, selected for their outstanding service to others and commendable citizenship and academics.

LETTERS ABOUT LITERATURE

Letters About Literature, a reading and writing contest, sponsored by the Library of Congress provides an authentic writing experience for students to reflect on their reading and connect with the author. Letters About Literature encourages students to take on the challenge of writing to an audience (the author of a book rather than an instructor) with the specific purpose of describing their personal response to the book. Through this reflective writing, students are encouraged to participate in meaningful reading which helps create successful writers.

In the Level 1 category, grades 4-6, 6th grade student Renee Craddock placed second at the state level. Renee's letter to Alex Morgan, author of The Kicks Under Pressure, shared how she desires to play for the U.S. national soccer team some day and how she also desires to be a good person off the field as well. Congratulations Renee for a job well done.

NATIONAL MYTHOLOGY EXAMINATION MEDAL WINNERS

The sixth grade Latin students participated again this year in the National Mythology exam. From September through February the students spent one day a week learning about Greek/Roman mythology. They studied the Olympian gods and goddesses, and each week they illustrated their favorite part of the story. They also studied the mythology surrounding the Origins of Man as well as Book X of the Odyssey. They worked hard and were rewarded with 65% of the students receiving a medal. To medal, the students must score a 90% or above. Those who medaled this year are as follows: Bronze Medal (90%) - Ava Dinardo, Jonathan Petrogeorge, Lianne Povilus; (92%) Hagen Schwobe, Renee Craddock, Cameron Liddle, George Frech, (94%) Han Nguyen; Silver Medal (96%) - Katie Valentine, Marysia McGill, Conner Addison, Sam Cowan; (98%) Keegan Heck, Kaitlyn Tang, Gus Harmston, Calixte Viollet; and with a perfect score of 100% and receiving a Gold Medal - Talon Grantz, Calvin McAward, and Berkeley Robbins. Congratulations to these students! It has been a delight to teach them!

2017 Science Fair Awards

2018 UNIVERSITY OF UTAH SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING FAIR AWARDS

Maggie Simms ~ 1st place Behavioral and Social Sciences, Broadcom MASTERS™, Special award from the United States Air Force
Leya Joseph ~ 2nd place Behavioral and Social Sciences, Broadcom MASTERS™, Special award from the United States Navy
Sofia Patnode ~ 3rd place Behavioral and Social Sciences
Ian Conner ~ 4th place Chemistry
Katie Horne ~ 2nd place Earth and Environmental Sciences, Broadcom MASTERS™
Jack Saber ~ 1st place Engineering: Civil and Environmental, Broadcom MASTERS™, Special award from Salt Lake Public Utilities, Special award from the Student Advisory Board, Special award from the United States Navy, Director's Award - Junior Division
Lanee Farr ~ 1st place Engineering: Materials and Biomedical, Broadcom MASTERS™, Special award from the United States Air Force
Colleen MacWilliams ~ 1st place Plant Sciences, Broadcom MASTERS™, Special award from the United States Navy
Olivia Cowan ~ Special award from the Utah Department of Transportation

HIGHLIGHTS:

- Four 1st place, two 2nd place, one 3rd place and one 4th place category awards
- Broadcom MASTERS™ award winners finished in the top 18 junior division projects in the fair that had advanced to the regional fair from district fairs in the Salt Lake, Tooele, Granite, Park City, Murray School Districts, North Sanpete, Charter and the Catholic Diocesan Schools
- Broadcom MASTERS™ refers to a national science fair competition for an opportunity to present projects in Washington, DC and earn $25,000 in scholarships

DIOCESAN SCIENCE FAIR AWARDS | FEB. 10, 2018

7TH GRADE

Ian Conner ~ 1st place Chemistry, Overall Chemistry Award, Overall 7th Grade Award
AJ Warden ~ 1st place Earth and Environmental Science
Jack Gose ~ 2nd place Energy: Chemical and Physical
Lanee Farr ~ 1st place Engineering
Lucas Gonzalez ~ 2nd place Medicine and Health Science
Madden Clark ~ 3rd place Physics, Astronomy and Math
Nico Morton ~ 1st place Plant Science, Overall Plant Science Award
Colleen MacWilliams ~ 3rd place Plant Science

8TH GRADE

Leya Joseph ~ 1st place Behavioral and Social Science, Overall Behavioral and Social Science, Honorable Mention 8th Grade Award (2nd highest overall)
Maggie Simms ~ 2nd place Behavioral and Social Science
Sofia Patnode ~ 3rd place Behavioral and Social Science
Violetta Wharton ~ 1st place Earth and Environmental Science, Overall Earth and Environmental Science Award
Katie Horne ~ 3rd place Earth and Environmental Science
Jack Saber ~ 1st place Engineering, Overall Engineering Award, Overall 8th Grade Award, 2018 Diocesan Young Scientist of the Year
Charlie Leo ~ 1st place Medicine and Health Science
Georgia Stockham ~ Astronomy Award and telescope

HIGHLIGHTS:

- 217 projects at the fair
- 39 Cosgriff students attended
- 15 Cosgriff students placed; Eight 1st, Three 2nd, Four 3rd
MAUREEN MCCARTHEY AND TERENCE STEPHENS MUSIC ROOM

Maureen McCarthey and Terry Stephens, former students, and avid supporters of Cosgriff School, have generously donated funding for the construction of a new spacious music room. The enclosed grass area on the east side of the rectory is the site of this much needed classroom, with ample instrument storage and state of the art design. This new room will be able to accommodate a full class of students for band, music instruction, violin, orchestra, or choir. Students will enter the music room from the south teacher parking lot, a much safer entry than the south sidewalk. This room will be constructed by North Star Builders with personal donations for interior shelving, flooring and sound from Mr. Phil Winston.

A new outdoor deck will be constructed for Fr. Andrzej and guests, replacing the grass area he will lose with the construction of the music room.

ST. AMBROSE AND J.E. COSGRIFF PLAYGROUND IMPROVEMENT PROJECT

If you drive into the St. Ambrose parking lot this summer, you will notice a new playground is under construction. Starting in fall of 2018, students will no longer play in the parking lot during recess. Funding and support have been secured to restructure, improve and add to the existing play area. A safe, durable, aesthetically pleasing project is underway. The new multiple use play ground will encourage physical fitness, exercise, play, sports enjoyment and training, cardiovascular fitness for children and adults, performing arts, and academic teaching and learning.

The northeast corner of the school will become an outdoor classroom with garden boxes, tables for group study in science, language arts, art, a quiet prayer space and much more.

We are thankful for the generous grants from the E.L Weigand and ALSAM Foundations, Cosgriff “Rainy Day Savings,” GSBS Architects, North Star Builders, and Mr. Phil Winston for making this much needed project possible.
A Day in the Life of Cosgriff Students

Where’s the Cosgriff Grandparent? Can you guess which Cosgriff Grandparent is the teacher in this class picture from the 1970s?
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INDIVIDUALS AND FAMILIES
Adams, Andrew S.
Adams, Donald
Aerakis, Jim & Lexi
Agosti, Thomas
Agresta, Kara & Matthew
Alderson, Kathy & Peifer, David
Allen, Brett
Anderson, James
Anderson, James & Susan
Andrews, Hayden & Marnie
Anonymous
Aragon, Eric & Dominique
Aramaki, Dale
Atkin, Gary & Marsha
Attallah, Gina & Tammer
Atzet, Ian & Sarah
Aubin, Jedd & Raquel
Baker, Greg & Jennifer
Baker, Matthew
Ballard, Chanteel & David
Bank-VanVoast, Stacey & VanVoast, Ryan
Bapis, Nicolas
Barker, Cindy
Baron, Bruce & Rosemary
Bash, Ileana & John
Baty, Lucy
Becker, John & Terri
Behunin, Ben
Belgique, Courtney & Jon
Belgique, Leigh & Raphael
Bell, Jay & Zita
Benda Higgins, Mary
Benevento, Christine
Besso, Margaret Ann
Biddiscombe, James
Bircumshaw, Rev. Msgr. Colin F.
Bitwinski, John & Ki Sun
Bland, Peter & Fratto Bland, Kelli
Boecker, RADM & Mrs. Donald V. & Gay Scott
Boehly, Ruby
Boley, Chalalai & Glen
Bolin, Viola
Bonacci, Kristin & Tom
Bonar, Linda & Stratton, John
Bond, Adam & Alexandra
Bone, Jon & Sanders, Clover
Boscan, Alfredo
Boschetto, Evelyne & Glenn
Bourgeois, Rebecca & Scott
Brandise, Harry & Diane
Brandt, Leanne
Brandt, David & Rosemarie
Brennan, Mary
Brinkman, Bozena
Brinton, Carrie & Matt
Brown, Kathleen & Gorrell, Mike
Brown, Richard
Burbank, Matthew J. & Debernard
Burbank, Mary
Burns, Daniel & Heather
Bush, Mary K.
Butcher, Rey & Garrido-Butcher, Lillie
Calame, Rose & Tom
Callanan, Thomas & Shirley
Cederholm, Peches
Chachas, Angelo & Julie
Chatzis, Chris & Bapis Chatzis, Alethia
Chafty, Lisa & Chuauqui, Miguel
Chell, Thomas & Soprano, Joyce
Chen, Ke-Shiau & Peng Wu
Chilton, Dr. Susan
Cisneros, Paul & Louie, Lisa
Clark, Brooke & Sean
Clark, Patrick & Mary Brennen
Combs, Gerald Edward
Condas, William
Conner, Amanda & Dan
Conner, Brian & Jill
Conner, Ralph & Vera
Coombs, Dayanne & Phillip
Cordova, Gilbert
Cotter, Lee & Mark
Cowan-Klein, Mary & Klein, Rich
Cowan, Jason & Kristin
Craddock, Kristin & Patrick
Crawford, John & Kittrell-Crawford, Micha
Crowther, Mary & Curt
Cruz, Noemi
Cullen, Phil & Tara
Culp, Charles
Curry, James & Jill
Curry, Jill
Curtin - Wegesser, Karen & William
Daskalakis, Carolyn & Jorge
DeCorrevont, John & Purcell
DeCorrevont, Patrice
DePaulis, Jeanne & Palmer
Dev, Nu-Gen
Dickman, Tyler & Knudson, Martha
Dillon, Susan
Dolak, James & Linda
Donnelly, Claire & Ryan
Duberow, Becky & Fred
Duberow, Peter & Lowe Duberow, Mary
Duffy, Faye
Durham, Valli
Emery, Maryanne & Patrick
Engelen, Megan & Robert
Erbin, Eugene & Joan
Erbin, Thomas
Farley, Kit
Farr, Chad & Kelly
Farr, Robb & Sarah
Farr, Robert & Shirley
 Faulkner, Dawna & Elliot
Ferrara, David & Tajha
Fischer, Derek & Rosa, Angelica
Fitzgerald, Msgr. Joseph
Flood, David & Karen
Forsman, James & Laurie
Foud, Dr. M. Tafer & Karen
Foud, Gameil & Gina
Frankoski, Raymond V. & Margaret L.
Franks, Herman L. & Lauri
Fratto, Lynn
Frech, Christian
Frech, Monique
Frech, Peter & Carlson, Katie
Fedin, Carolyn
Freeman, Erin & Mike
Friscmuth, Elizabeth & Phillip
Fuoco, Kristen & Nicholas
Gamble, D. Jay & Lynda
Garcia, Adon & Matilde
Gardner, Anna
Gardner, Anthony & Ashley
Gdanski, Adam & Monika
Gibbons, Barbara & Bill
Gibbons, James & Laura
Gibbons, Jennifer & Michael
Giese, Donald & Swartz, Meagan
Giovaccini, Frannie & Joey
Giovanniello, Dr. Vito & Geraldine
Giovanniello, Michael & Chen, Chris
Goddard, Helen
Gonzales, Jay & Lorie
Gopalakrishnan, Ganesh & Ganesh, Kalpana
Gorder, Andrew & Deborah
Gortatowski, Melvin
Gose, Chris & McDonough, Michelle
Graham-Muffler, Teresa
Gray, Rebecca & Robert
Green, Amanda
Gregory, Glenn & Francine
Grogan, Bob & Margaret
Guilkey, James & Butler, Carol
Halliday, David & Jill
Hanso, Francis & Joan
Harmston, Buff & Robin
Harner, Barbara & Thoms
Harold, Becky & Timothy
Harris, Pam & Tom
Hawk, Blake
Hawk, Chris & Tiffany Brown
Hazel, Kori & Rich
Hazel, Laura
Hegmann, Kristine & Kurt
Hemmersmeier, Chris & Sandy
Henry, Diane & Dan
Hensleigh, Gail
Herald, Carol & Dick
Hildebrand, Pamela & Zachary
Hill, Chris & Kathy
Hoagland, Vicky
Hobert, J. Edward & Jean
Holllingshead, Beth
Holstein, Barbara & Horst
Holly, Deborah and Martin
Holt, Ceci & Robert
Horne, Barry and Susie
Hottes, Frederick & Lorraine
Hunt, Betsy
Hvolka, Dusan & Marta
Imhoff, Robert
Isaac, Holly & Mark
Iwasaki, Glenn & Marian
J.E. Cosgriff Friends and Families
J.E. Cosgriff Preschool Classes
J.E. Cosgriff Pre-Kindergarten Classes
J.E. Cosgriff Kindergarten Classes
J.E. Cosgriff First Grade Classes
J.E. Cosgriff Second Grade Classes
J.E. Cosgriff Third Grade Class
J.E. Cosgriff Fourth Grade Class
J.E. Cosgriff Fifth Grade Class
J.E. Cosgriff Sixth Grade Class
J.E. Cosgriff Seventh Grade Class
J.E. Cosgriff Eighth Grade Class
Jacobsen, Eric & Whye, Nikki
Jefferies, Danielle & Dominick
Jefferies, Sidney
Jefferys, Bryan & Nicole
Jenkins, Ben & Desiree
Jensen, Hope & Gary
Johnson, Jennifer & Michael
Johnson, Kristine & Mike
Johnson, Norman & Sandra
Johnson, Sarajane
Kaffer, Gerald & Dorothy
Kaschmitter, Dan & Louie, Cindi
Kearns, Jim & Maggie
Kelly, Carolyn
Kelly, Charles
Kelly, David & Mary Ann
Kelly, Jean
Kelly, Lynn & Mark
Kelsey, Douglas & Karen
Kerikas, Emanuel J. & Sharon
Keswick, Bruce & Elizabeth
Kimball, Ryan & Suzanne
Klein, Mariclare
Klekas, James and Hermione
Koll, Derek & Rachel
Kuba, Zoe
Kwan, Colleen
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Lacombe, Chris & Suzanne
Lamb, Jeff & Mary
Lambert, Linda
Lambert, Hillary & Patrick
Landerghini, Andy & Diana
Landerghini, Brooke
Lane, Mary S. & Steven D.
Lang, Martin Babe
Langan, Helen L.
Langlie, David
Lanspa, Margaret
Lapine, Timothy
Larrabee, Bruce and Patti
LeClair, Darold and Patti
Lehauil, Salome & Stione
Leo, Dave & Mindy
Lingmann, Heather & Jeff
Lingmann, Van
Liston, Bill and Nancy
Liston, Dan and Joni
Lollini, Bob & Susan
Lombardi, Dennis & Patricia
Longo, Nicola & Pasquali, Marzia
Lords, John
Lords, Katherine
Lords, Kevin
Lortsher, Rae & Robert J.
Louder, Jeff & Soorya
Lowe, Jenica & Josh
Lowe, Mary & Roger
Ludlow, Jimmy & Monica
Lupica, Gretchen & James
Luras, Chris & Melissa
Lyman, Cory & Teresa
Lyons, Paul D. & Brown Lyon, Melanie
Makowski, Edward & Heidi
Maland, Alexa & Lynn
Mancini, Kassi & Tim
Mancini, Mary & Tad
Manfredi, Christine & John
Mariani, Ernest & Kimball, Jeanne
Marlowe, Bernie Jo & Steven
Marron, Kim & Mike
Martinez, Ann and Michael
Martino, Bob and Lana
Mason, Derek & Satorre, Christine
Mason, Mika
Mastakas, George & Heather
Mastorocco, Jennifer & Joe
Matinkah, Angie
McAward, John & Susan
McBride, Beatrice & Sam
McCarthy, Mary & Thomas
McCarthy, Maureen
McCarthy, Sarah
McClellan, Matt & Wendee
McComas, Greg & Avizonas
McComas, Vilija
McDermott, Gordon & Margaret
McDonough, Grace Mary
McDonough, James & Dilks, Angela
McDonough, Peggy & Tom
McHugh III, George
McLaughlin, Patrick & McDonough, Jayne
McMahon, Kathleen & Tom
McMinimee, Sally
Meldrum, Catherine & Peter
Mihalopoulos, Suzy
Mitchell, Adriana
Moore, Amy & John
Moore, Rayburn & Rebecca
Morrow, Linda
Morton, Leslie & Matthew
Mueller, Donna & Tim
Munro, John & Megan
Murray, Dennis & Nancy
Murray, Maryanne & William
Myers, Stephanni
Nagley, Hilda & Jack
Nelden, Charlie & Domiciel-Nelden, Angie
Nelden, Linda
Newlin, Lindsay & Tim
Newlin, Nancy & Walt
Nguyen, Binh & Lam
Noeling, Pamela
Nolly, Alicia & Jay
Nowoslawski, Joseph & Lee
O’Brien, Bernadette & Dan
Ogden-Crawley, Wendy
Oliver, Carol
Oliver, Charlotte & John
Ommen, Leanne & Ron
Oram, Keith and Reta
Opinion, Spike
Owesley, Michael
Paasch, Elaine
Pacheco, Norma
Paoletti, Jeff & Linda
Parenti, Kris & Robert
Parise, Rhonda
Parrish, Angie & Tyler
Pasek, Margaret Ann
Patnode, Bryan & O’Keeffe, Breda
Patterson, Linda & Marisa
Patterson, Mark & Angela
Paulos, Amelia & Chris
Pellegrino, John & Nora
Pernich, Amy & Richard
Peterson, Elaine J.
Peterson, Sheila & Todd
Petke, Kimberly & Michael
Petre, Bogdan
Petrogeorge, Angela & Michael
Phillips, Christine
Plumb, Rebekah & Robert
Pitcher, Candice & Sandor, Colleen
Pitcher, Jed & Merlyn
Povilus, Jeff & Kathy
Powell, Andrew & Troutman Powell, Sara
Powell, Sebastian
Quinn, R. Emmett
Quintana, Mary Ester & Robert
Ramsey, Joline & Robert J.
Rasmussen, Brady & Val
Rauci, Francis & Sandra
Reade, George & Mary
Reen, Carole & Mike
Reeves, Mary
Reeves, Thomas
Richard, Brad & Shihio
Richard, Jeffery & Nanette
Rimando, Nick
Rinehart, Amelia S. & Marc
Roach, Elizabeth & James W.
Robbins, Mary Lou
Robbins, Scott
Robinson, Katherine
Roderick-Oda, Yvonne
Rodman, Kathy & Mike
Rogers, Debra & Paul
Rohland, Lynn
Romero, Jerome and Lisa
Roney, Diane & Don
Ross, Gregory & Tara
Ross, Matt & Sarah
Ruoti, Nick & Mendoza-Ruoti, Marie
Saalfeld, Andy & Williams Saalfeld, Andrea
Saalfeld, Melissa
Saber, Hadley & Lee
Salsman, Lizzie & Mike
Sanchez, Patricia & Ronald
Sanone, Louis & Mary
Satterwhite, Dan & Penny
Sause, Bill and Sue
Schellbe, Amy & Matt
Schellbe, Raymond
Schubach, Carolyn
Schubach, Catherine
Schwabe, Mathew & Simriti
Scott, J. Holland & Dari
Sebahar, David & Shannon
Sherman, Brady and Jenny
Simon, DanaLee & Kirk
Simonson, Paul & Heather
Skillings, James & Marlene
Skrypiec, Fr. Andrzej
Slaker, Sharolyn
Sloan, Christopher & Mary
Smith, Dixie & Gaylord
Smith, Gary & Evelyn
Smith, Kate & Kyle
Soisson, Andrew & Linda
Soukup, Michael
Speedie, Merry
Stanley, Claire & Jim
Star, Marjorie & Phil
Stephens, Terence Kearns
Stevanoni, Amy & Marco
Stewart, Kathleen & Thomas
Stockham, Courtney
Stockham, Dave
Stone, Erin & Michael
Stowe, Mark & Kvarfordi, Kimberli
Stransky, Carolyn & Mike
Stringer, Richard
Stuck, Keith & Sydney
Swartz, Barry & Dianna
Symko, Ivanna & Orest G
Szubartski, Antoni & Teresa
Taylor, Andrea
Taylor, Julie & Pratt, Bill
Taylor, Nicholas & Sline, Andrea
Taylor, Toni
The Crowther Family
Timmons, Sarah Beth
Tobler, Brittany & Russ
Toomer-Cook, Jennifer & Johnson, Michael
Trentman, Richard
Turcuato, Kacie
Turpin, Linda & Thomas
Valentine, John & Tracey
Valles, Helen & Robert Q
Valles, Robert
Van de Kamp, Brock & McCarthy, Rachelle
Van de Kamp, Wendy
Varanakis, Mike
Vincent, Charles & Davies Vincent
Eve
Vincent, Mesa
Waltman, Katie
Walz, Beth and Joe
Walz, Leo
Wayment, Joan & Mark
Wegesser, William
Weir, Peter & Rachel Anne
Weir, Richard & Suzanne
Welsh, Timothy & Edris Welsh, Susan
Weyher, Elizabeth & Sam
Weyher, Mary & William
Wharton, Rawl & Minichino
Wharton, Tiffany
White, Fred
Whitehead, Paul & Stoecker
Whitehead, Claire
Whye, Merrill & Theresa
Williams, Jennifer
Willmark, James & Maria
Wilson, Daniel & Cori
Wilson, Lynn & John
Wolfram, Dan & Kadee
Wright, Cheri and Casey
Yenchek, Elaina & Robert
Young, Richard & Tillie
Zalla, Jennifer & Joseph
Zaylor, Damon & Meghan
Zeberlein, James & Pamela
Zmolek, Jean
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COMPANIES AND FOUNDATIONS
224 Hour Fitness
3 Cups
Aaron Ashcraft Pottery
Acqua Recovery
Advanced Eye Care
Alphagraphics
Amazon
Anytime Fitness
Apt. 202 Boutique
Artistic Endeavors Dance
Asian Star
Associated Fresh Markets, Inc.
Avenue Sweets
Bad Ass Coffee of Hawaii
Badlands
Ballet West
Banbury Cross
barr aesthetics
Beehive Cigars
Bonwood Bowl
Brighton Ski Resort
Brinkman Insurance Agency Inc.
Bullet Journal
Cactus and Tropicals
Cafe Trio
California Audio
Catholic Foundation of Utah
Children's Ballet Theatre
Chipotle Mexican Grill
City Weekly
Cityworks Azteca Systems, Inc.
Clark Executive Detail
Clark Planetarium
Berry, Tyler
Classic Fun Center
Coca-Cola Gives
Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage
Color Me Mine
Confluence Engineers
Conway Mackenzie Inc.
CorePower Yoga
Cortina Partners
Costco
Crown Burgers VI
Crystal Inn - St. George
Cubby's
Current
Custom Sock Supply
Dan's Food
Danielle Byron Henry Mignare Foundation
DASH Fitness Studios
Dasks Greek Grill
Dennis Uniform Manufacturing Company
Desert Edge Pub & Brewery
Dewey's Bail Bonds
Dick's Sporting Goods
Discovery Gateway: The Children's Museum of Utah
DisneyLand Resorts Community Relations
do’ Terra
Dogtown Kennels
Doubletree Park City
Dunkin' Donuts
Eighthsixt Industries
Elements Wilderness Program
Endurance Real Estate
Evergreen Framing Co.
Everen T. Brown
Fat Cats & The Pizza Factory
Feldman's Deli
Fidelity Charitable
Finn's Cafe
Five Wives - Ogden's Own Distillery
Foothill Fitness
Foothill Oriental Rugs
Gastronomy Inc.
GB Tools, LLC
General Mills Box Tops for Education
Gibbons Foundation
Gordon Geotechnical Engineering, Inc.
Graham Orthodontics
Granger Medical Clinic
Gymnastics Training Center
h2blow
Hacked Snacks
Hampton Inn - Downtown
Harmon's City Creek
Health Line International Corp
Hearts On Fire
Henries Dry Cleaners
High West Distillery
Homewood Suites Hilton
I.J. and Jeanne Wagner Jewish Community Center
Image Eyes Optical
Imagination Place
In-N-Out Burger
Intercon Inc.
Iron Mountain Hot Springs
Jagged Edge Salon
Jarman Family Trust
Jerry Seiner, The GM Guy
John W. Gallivan Center
Jon D. Williams Cotillions
Juan Diego Catholic High School
Judge Memorials Catholic High School
Jump Around Utah
Kappus Landscape
Keener Foundation, R. W.
King's English Bookstore
Kingsbury Hall
Knead A Massage
Knights of Columbus Council
Kroger (Smith's Food & Drug)
Kumon Foothill
La Caille
Landis Lifestyle Salon
Lands' End
Larrabee Ceramics
Larry H. Miller Tour of Utah
Larry Miller Sports and Entertainment
Laughlin Design Associates, Inc.
Life Health Medical Center
Live Game Escape
Log Haven Restaurant
Loveland Living Planet Aquarium
Lubriplate Lubricants Company
Lunatic Fringe
Luxe Auto Spa
Mancini Sales & Marketing
Martine Cafe
Master Kwon's Tae Kwon Do
Mathnasium of Sugarhouse
Mazza
McCarty Family Foundation
Michelangelo's on Main
Momentum Indoor Climbing Gym
Mountainland Design
Natural History Museum of Utah
Neil O'Donnell & Sons Mortuary
Northstar Builders
O.C. Tanner Jewelers
Olympus Hills Lanes
Outer Darkness
Parsons Behle & Latimer
Paw Paws Dog Wash and Boutique
Performance Ford Lincoln Bountiful
Peterson Art Center
Peterson Chiropractic
Pioneer Theatre Company
Porcupine Pub and Grille
Prince Yeates & Geldzahler
Rawbean Coffee House
Real Salt Lake Soccer
Red Butte Cafe
Red Dragon Glass Art
Repertory Dance Theatre
Resorts at Wendover
Rich's Bagels
Richards, Brandt, Miller, Nelson
Rigby At Home
Rising Fly Fishing Tools
RomoGranite
Ruth’s Chris Steak House
Rye
Salt Lake Acting Company
Salt Lake Bees
Salt Lake Brewing Company
Salt Lake City Golf
Salt Lake City Martial Arts and Karate For Kids
Salt Lake City Med Spa
Salt Lake Film Society
Salt Lake Gulls Baseball Club
Salt Lake Magazine
Sephora
Serta Mattress Company of Salt Lake City
Shape Pilates
Sherman Hayden Custom Homes
SLC Strength & Conditioning
Smartgo Foundation
Sniders Brother's Meats
So Cupcake
Solitude Mountain Resort
Sotheby's International Realty
Spa Day
Spa Trouve
Spark Solutions Group
Sports Clips
Squatters Pubs & Beers
St. Ambrose Catholic Church
Stampin' Up!
Standard Optical
Starbucks Coffee
Stella Grill
Steris Medical Device Manufacturers
Sugar House Veterinary Hospital
Sweetaly
Swire Coca Cola
Thanksgiving Point Institute
The Bar Method
The Cheesecake Factory
The Community Foundation Of Utah
The Dodo Restaurant
The Group Real Estate, LLC.
The Leonardo
The Little Gym
The Mandarin
The Strand Salon
The Tutoring House
The U.S. Charitable Gift Trust
Trader Joe's
TraskBritt Intellectual Property
Attorneys
Truist
Tsunami Restaurant & Sushi Bar
Tucahn Center for the Arts
Tutoring Toy Shoppe
Uinta Brewing
United Way
United Way of Salt Lake City
Uptown Service Station
Urban Retreat Spa & Salon
Utah Gastroenterology
Utah Grizzlies
Utah Jazz
Utah Presents
Utah's Hogle Zoo
Utah Presents
Utah's Hogle Zoo
Utah Presents
Utah's Hogle Zoo
VeNugo Ristorante Italiano
Vortex Outdoors
Waxing Gurus
We Olive
Wells Fargo Advisors
Westwood Design
WHF Wealth Management
Wolcott Optical
X96 Radio from Hell
Xcel Marketing
Yellow Rose Tattoo
Congratulations J.E. Cosgriff Memorial Catholic School Class of 2018!

Class of 2018 with the future class of 2028.